What funding is right for you?
Common denominator

Why they do it + achievements
‘The fundamental believe that entrepreneurs are the key factor in the transition to a sustainable and inclusive economy’
Waarom we het doen plus fondsen

The deeply rooted belief that entrepreneurs are the key factor in the transition to a sustainable and inclusive economy

Great Barrier Reef 2002 and 2014
Alaskan Muir Glacier and Inlet 1880s and 2005
max. €85m fund
Seed & Early stage VC & Projects
€/CO2/FTE

€250m fund
Seed & Early stage VC & Projects
€/TJ/FTE

Pdenh.nl
energiefondsoverijssel.nl

@J__vd
Jeroen@startgreen.nl
Since 2013 EFO and PDENH backed 32 sustainable companies and projects resulting in lasting CO2 reductions and growth in FTE
Key findings

The results are fascinating. Here are some key findings (a summary of country-based performance, broken down by member state, begins on page 45):

1. The European Union average Startup Manifesto adoption level stands at 60%, a sign that startup policy has improved in recent years.

2. At the country level, the Netherlands ranks No. 1 on overall adoption of Startup Manifesto-driven recommendations with an 85% adoption rate. Italy ranks No. 2 (with 82% adoption), and the United Kingdom ranks No. 3 (with 77%). Overall 12 countries are above the EU average and 16 below.

3. The most progress has been made in the “thought leadership” category, where European countries register an impressive 74% adoption rate. This is not surprising, and reflects an increase in startup-driven initiatives and rhetoric-driven policy-support schemes.

4. Most EU member states now have programmes to facilitate access to finance for startups and small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) (a 69% average completion rate), with Belgium (No. 1 at 97%) leading the way.

5. France, Italy and the Netherlands tie for No. 1 (with a 69% completion rate) on the measure to increase access to talent, with tailor-made programmes to attract foreign entrepreneurial talent.

The European Union average Startup Manifesto adoption level stands at 60%, a sign that startup policy has improved in recent years.
EFO & PDENH finance both typical VC-deals as well as Projects
Government backed equals long term (available) funding
Co-financing: always together with Friends Family
Angel Investors
VCs
Corporates
Crowd, such as:

oneplanetcrowd
So depending on your funding need we are able to (co-)finance and follow through